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              Abstract 
 
 
 
Maize (Zea mays L.) kernel infection by Aspergillus flavus is a chronic problem in the southern 
USA. Genetic resistance to A. flavus is needed to solve this problem. To ascertain and understand 
the inheritance of resistance to field kernel infection by A. flavus, a five-parent diallel analysis and 
a half-sib family analysis of 35 maize crosses were conducted during 2003 and 2004 for percent 
kernel infection (PKI) rates. All parents contained the leafy gene (Lfy). From the combining ability 
analysis of the five maize parents and their 20 F1s, highly significant general combining ability 
(GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), and reciprocal effects were found. The analysis of 
genetic effects showed that the parents 914 and A619 had desirable GCA effects to enhance the 
average performance of A. flavus resistance in hybrid progeny. The crosses 914 × A632, 914 × 
WF9, and HY × WF9 had consistently negative SCA effects across the two years. These results 
suggested that resistance to kernel infection by A. flavus existed among the parents and some of 
their crosses. Their potential performance with desired GCAs and SCAs could be exploited to 
develop resistant lines in breeding programs and to produce resistant hybrids. The reciprocal effects 
in the crosses across years reflected the presence of maternal effects in the maize kernel. These 
effects were partly responsible for resistance to A. flavus and should be considered in making 
crosses. The cross A632 × HY had the highest negative significant reciprocal effect, indicating that 
it should promote resistance to A. flavus. Analyses of the 35 half-sib crosses derived from seven 
maize breeding lines indicated that both the genotype and genotype-by-year effects were highly 
significant. Broad-sense heritability for PKI estimated from variance components was 73.8%. A 
North Carolina Design-II analysis of 12 crosses was used to estimate additive and dominance 
genetic variances. Narrow-sense heritability and the average degree of dominance for PKI were 
37.6% and 1.67, respectively. A comparison of a laboratory-based infection resistance screening 
(LIRS) with field-based PKI demonstrated that LIRS was effective and could be used to improve 
maize germplasm screening and to expedite A. flavus resistance breeding. 
  Chapter 1. History of Aspergillus flavus and Its Influence on Human Health 
 
 
 
Since Taubenhaus (1920) first reported the occurrence of Aspergillus flavus Link ex Fries in field 
maize (Zea mays L.), the fungus has continued to plague maize production in the United States. 
Especially in the southeastern USA, preharvest kernel infection by A. flavus and subsequent 
aflatoxin contamination has been a chronic problem (Anderson et al., 1975; Zuber and Lillehoj, 
1979; Diener et al., 1983; Zuber et al., 1987; Kang et al., 1988). Aflatoxin is produced primarily by 
A. flavus and A. parasiticus Speare. Of the two species, A. flavus is the more predominant causal 
agent of aflatoxin production (Gorman and Kang, 1991). 
 Aspergillus flavus is a saprophyte or a necrotrophic pathogen of maize kernels, deriving 
nutrients from cells that are killed in advance of the invading hyphae. It produces both yellow-
greenish conidia that function in dispersal and as infective inoculum and long-lived survival 
structures or sclerotia. These are the two types of propagules that are distributed across and 
associated with infected and/or damaged maize kernels. They can also be dispersed onto the 
ground, into the air, or other places by means of wind, rain, birds, and insects as well as by humans, 
animals, and other vectors. Of the two propagules, the conidia are most ubiquitous and hence have 
the largest dispersal scope and potential of infecting plant species and contaminating food and feed. 
Aspergillus flavus propagation is made through conidial germination and hyphal growth. Sclerotia 
also can form on maize kernels naturally infected by A. flavus, and buried sclerotia are able to 
overwinter in soil. The sclerotia germinate sporogenically to produce large quantities of conidia on 
successive crops, and sclerotium germination can also occur in maize fields just before silking. 
Aspergillus flavus usually infects maize by deposition of its spores or conidia on the kernel or by 
entering into the ear through the silk channel. Conidia germinate under favorable field temperature 
(a wide range) and humidity (a narrow range). Aspergillus flavus can also fall into atoxigenic and 
toxin producing species. The latter class produces toxic metabolites—aflatoxins—a kind of 
mycotoxin. This mycotoxin comes in four basic forms: aflatoxins B1, B2, G1, and G2. On maize ears 
in the field, A. flavus grows saprophytically on plant debris and the remains of kernels damaged by 
insects or birds. These damaged kernels can become contaminated with substantial quantities of 
aflatoxin. Aflatoxin also can accumulate in many of the adjacent intact kernels.  
Effects of aflatoxin ingestion on animal health range from decreased growth rate and 
reproductive efficiency to mortality (Pier et al., 1976; Brown et al., 1981; Richard et al., 1983; 
Cheeke and Shull, 1985; Zuber et al., 1987). Aflatoxin B1 is an extremely potent carcinogen that 
can, even at low levels, reduce reproduction efficiency and general health of animals (Detroy et al., 
1971). Because aflatoxins have been linked to liver cancer, there is heightened concern about the 
effects of aflatoxin on human health (Bodine and Mertens, 1983; Diener et al., 1983; Pier, 1987; 
Zuber et al., 1987). Because of their carcinogenic properties and other debilitating effects on animal 
and human health, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has established a maximum aflatoxin 
limit of 20 parts per billion (20 µg/g) for foods for human consumption (Hardin, 1998). This 
acceptance level is equivalent to about one ounce in 3,125 tons of grain (Hardin, 1998), or one 
infected kernel in 652 bushels of grain (Seedburo, 1995). Thus, it takes just a small quantity of 
aflatoxin-contaminated kernels to contaminate bulk grain with > 20 ppb aflatoxin. Entry of 
aflatoxins into the food chain is a health risk to animals and humans (Robens, 2001). 
Mycotoxins reportedly contaminate about one-quarter of the world's food and feed crops every 
year (Robens, 2001). In the USA, estimated annual losses range from $500,000 to over $1.5 billion 
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from aflatoxin (maize and peanuts), fumonisin (maize), and deoxynivalenol (wheat). In 1980, 
maize growers in the southeastern USA lost an estimated $97 million to aflatoxin contamination 
(Nichols, 1983). Maize is contaminated every year at one or more locations in the southern states. 
In 1998, maize losses in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas were extremely devastating for farmers. 
Severe losses from aflatoxin in the Corn Belt also occurred in 1983 and 1988. Annual costs for the 
USDA research and U.S. FDA (responsible for regulation of mycotoxins to limit food 
contamination) have been estimated at more than $100 million. For aflatoxin alone, testing cost was 
set at $30 to $50 million per year (Robens, 2001). 
  Chapter 2. A Historical Development of and Recent Advances in Resistance 
       to Aspergillus flavus in Maize 
 
 
 
Maize (Zea mays L.) is an important feed and food crop around the world. In the United States, 
maize planting occupies about 70 to 80 million acres annually (Corn Refiners Assoc., 2003). More 
than half of the maize produced in the United States is marketed as commercial maize and makes a 
major contribution to the US economy. In Louisiana, maize production has been contributing to the 
economy of this state an average of about $48 million (gross farm value) annually since 1985, with 
an annual product value as high as 70 million dollars. However, major yield and economic losses in 
the southeastern United States, including Louisiana, frequently result from preharvest A. flavus 
infection and subsequent aflatoxin contamination of maize kernels (Anderson et al., 1975; Zuber 
and Lillehoj, 1979; Kang et al., 1988).  
The aflatoxin contamination of maize kernels and its occurrence in food are potential threats to 
the food supply. Therefore, it is necessary to develop effective and efficient methods that will 
prevent aflatoxin contamination in maize. 
Although efforts have been made to prevent A. flavus infection in preharvest maize and aflatoxin 
contamination via cultural practices, such as adjusted planting date, pest and weed control, and crop 
rotation, a viable solution has been difficult to find (Lillehoj, 1983; Zuber et al., 1987). For 
postharvest maize, chemical practices, such as ammonia detoxification of contaminated kernels in 
storage and processing, were adopted to eliminate or reduce aflatoxin contamination, but the 
antifungal compounds turned out to be hazardous and expensive (Park et al., 1995). Research has 
also been focused on understanding the biosynthesis of aflatoxin by A. flavus and on attempting to 
block the biosynthetic pathway of aflatoxin production in the fungus. Molecular genetics of 
aflatoxin formation and identification of biosynthetic pathway genes have improved our 
understanding about aflatoxin production (Brown et al., 1998). However, biological modification or 
genetic manipulation of A. flavus motabolites in the laboratory may not be easily applicable to the 
field environment. The use of genetically engineered A. flavus strains to biocompetitively suppress 
and dominate the field A. flavus may not be effective and practical. The progress in combating 
aflatoxin contamination in maize has been slow (Lillehoj and Wall, 1986; Zuber et al., 1987; 
Brown et al., 1998; Kang and Moreno, 2002).  
Since the early 1970s, maize breeders and pathologists have been engaged in preventing or 
alleviating aflatoxin contamination in maize by identifying host-plant resistance mechanisms. Host-
plant resistance studies have been the hope for developing resistant genotypes (Zuber et al., 1978; 
Gardner et al., 1987; Gorman and Kang, 1991; Moreno and Kang, 1999). Investigations have 
shown that host resistance to kernel infection by A. flavus and subsequent production of aflatoxin 
were partly under genetic control (Zuber et al., 1978; Widstrom et al., 1984; Darrah et al., 1987; 
Gorman et al., 1992).  Resistance of maize to A. flavus and aflatoxin contamination has been found 
to be associated with the outer integuments of developing kernels and other ear components 
(Widstrom et al., 1984; Wallin, 1986; Darrah et al., 1987; Guo et al., 1993).  The kernel cuticle and 
pericarp are thought to play a role in resistance to A. flavus. The two traits are under genetic 
control, just as are other kernel components (e.g., aleurone layer and endosperm). Thus, utilization 
of their protection in developing resistant genotypes has been of interest (Wicklow and Horn, 1984; 
Wallin, 1986; Guo et al., 1993, 1995; Brown et al., 1998). The genetic mechanisms accounting for 
cuticular, pericarp, and subpericarp protection, however, are not fully understood. 
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  Chapter 3. Inheritance of and Screening for Resistance to Aspergillus flavus 
 
 
 
Understanding the genetics of maize resistance to kernel infection by A. flavus, and identification 
and development of sources of resistance to A. flavus are critically needed. Progress in elucidating 
genetic mechanisms and identifying sources of resistance to aflatoxin, however, has been slow 
primarily because genotype evaluation for aflatoxin resistance in the laboratory is laborious, 
expensive, and time-consuming (Wallin et al., 1982). Aspergillus flavus presence on a host is a pre-
requisite for aflatoxin formation. Aspergillus flavus is also responsible for ear rot in preharvest 
maize and is a major source of postharvest aflatoxin production in the maize grain. Quite logically, 
aflatoxin contamination can be controlled through the prevention of kernel infection by A. flavus. 
We think that kernel infection level may be a reasonable measure of subsequent aflatoxin 
accumulation. Selection for reduced kernel infection rate may serve as indirect selection for 
reduced levels of aflatoxin in the maize grain. Positive correlations between kernel infection rates 
and actual aflatoxin accumulation in the kernel have been reported, and hybrids that exhibited 
lower infection levels had significantly lower concentrations of aflatoxin in the kernel at harvest 
(Tucker et al., 1986). Therefore, a genetic study focused on the kernel infection by A. flavus could 
provide genetic information on resistance to aflatoxin contamination in maize. 
 Maize is typically an open-pollinated species with tremendous genetic diversity (Stoloff and 
Lillehoj 1981; Widstrom et al., 1986). The use of limited germplasm involved in previous genetic 
studies on the inheritance of resistance to A. flavus warrants additional studies to cover a greater 
spectrum of germplasm. From the previous studies, several sources of resistance to A. flavus 
infection and aflatoxin accumulation have been identified (King and Scott 1982; Scott and Zummo, 
1989; Kang et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1997; Li et al., 2002). Nevertheless, additional genetic 
sources of potentially higher resistance must be identified to enrich the resistance gene pool. Some 
resistant germplasm sources are agronomically and economically undesirable for commercial use 
and some reported resistance is not high enough to be of use in breeding (Widstrom et al., 1978). 
One of the strategies should be to continue to screen genetically broad-based maize germplasm 
with varied pathogen responsiveness. 
Because of the challenging and massive work involved in screening germplasm, a 
geneticist/breeder needs a highly efficient screening methodology for genetic research and 
breeding. To date, investigators have used the traditional practices of field maize inoculation and 
lab kernel disease severity testing (Zummo and Scott, 1985; Zummo and Scott, 1989; Scott et al., 
1991). These procedures are not only slow but also pose a technical issue. The major problem 
related to the procedures is the plot-to-plot variation in size of maize ears and number of kernels. If 
infection rate is defined as percentage of infected kernels out of total kernels assayed, the 
percentage of a bigger-ear plot could be deflated due to a larger denominator when compared with 
that of a smaller-ear sized plot, which could be inflated due to a smaller denominator, even if they 
had the same number of infected kernels (same numerators). That is, a bigger ear results in a 
dilution of percent kernel infection. This deflation or inflation of percent infection rates, as the case 
may be, proves to be sensitive to various sizes of maize ears and reduces the accuracy of 
evaluation. Another, perhaps more important, problem is that a successful inoculation is 
conditioned upon a complex of factors (biotic and abiotic) in the field. It fails to reflect the true 
infection levels among plots. Identification of aflatoxin-resistant genotypes becomes difficult due to 
the erratic nature of kernel infection by Aspergillus in the field (Gorman and Kang, 1991).  
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The Czapek agar medium plating (CAMP) protocol was developed to quantify the incidence of 
A. flavus as percent kernel infection (PKI) to reduce/circumvent the cost associated with 
determining aflatoxin concentration via densitometry and HPLC (King and Scott, 1982; Tucker et 
al., 1986; Scott and Zummo, 1988; Zummo and Scott, 1989). Li et al. (2002) conducted 
investigations aimed at further reducing the cost and improving the accuracy of PKI assays. Li and 
Kang (2004a) invented and showed the effectiveness of a media-free, isolated-kernel incubation 
(MIKI) method. The MIKI protocol is much cheaper and more accurate for evaluating maize 
resistance to A. flavus than the CAMP method. 
Current knowledge of the genetic nature of resistance to A. flavus is inadequate because of the 
fact that only a limited amount of germplasm has been evaluated in a limited number of 
environments. Moreover, inconsistent results have been obtained because different studies have 
used different materials and methodologies for evaluating field contamination (Campbell et al., 
1995; Zhang et al., 1997). Because genetic mechanisms of resistance to A. flavus and aflatoxin 
accumulation in maize kernel are varied and inconclusive, additional information on the genetics of 
resistance to A. flavus is needed. This study used a five-parent diallel cross and additional half-sib 
families for genetic analyses. The parents contained the leafy (Lfy) gene that could impart much-
needed resistance to A. flavus (Gorman, 1991; Gorman and Kang, 1991; Gorman et al., 1992). The 
objectives of the study were 1) to ascertain and understand the inheritance of resistance to kernel 
infection by Aspergillus flavus using a five-parent diallel analysis, an additional half-sib family 
analysis of 35 maize crosses, and a North-Carolina-Design II (NCD-II) analysis of 12 maize 
crosses, 2) to conduct combining ability analysis of the five maize inbreds for resistance to kernel 
infection by A. flavus, 3) to investigate the effectiveness of a lab-based infection resistance 
screening (LIRS) for identification of germplasm and development of A. flavus-resistant maize, and 
4) to discuss their implications and usefulness in genetic research and breeding programs. 
                                  Chapter 4. Materials and Methods 
 
 
 
Inbred lines/synthetics containing the dominant leafy gene (Lfy) used in this study were obtained 
under licensing from Cornnuts, Inc. Available crosses were used to make a five-parent diallel cross 
(Griffing’s method 3) and a random set of 35 half-sib families. The diallel-cross generated 20 F1 
crosses (Table 1). The 35 half-sib families are listed in Table 2. 
 
 
Table 1. The five Lfy maize inbreds (parents or Ps) used for diallel crosses and their 20 F1s. 
               ♂       
     ♀    914 (P1)    A619 (P2)    A632 (P3)    HY (P4)    WF9 (P5) 
   914 (P1)            F1 (1×2)    F1 (1×3)    F1 (1×4)    F1 (1×5) 
   A619 (P2)    F1 (2×1)             F1 (2×3)    F1 (2×4)    F1 (2×5) 
   A632 (P3)    F1 (3×1)    F1 (3×2)             F1 (3×4)    F1 (3×5) 
   HY (P4)    F1 (4×1)    F1 (4×2)    F1 (4×3)            F1 (4×5) 
   WF9 (P5)    F1 (5×1)    F1 (5×2)    F1 (5×3)    F1 (5×4)         
 
 
 Table 2. Thirty-five half-sib crosses derived from seven Lfy maize breeding lines/synthetics. 
      914      A619      A632     B73      HY      Mo17      WF9 
914×A619 
914×A632 
914×B73 
914×HY 
914×Mo17 
914×WF9 
A619×914  
A619×A632 
A619×HY 
A619×WF9 
A632×A619 
A632×B73 
A632×HY 
A632×Mo17
A632×WF9 
B73×914 
B73×A619 
B73×A632
B73×HY 
B73×WF9 
HY×914 
HY×A619 
HY×A632 
HY×B73 
HY×Mo17
Mo17×A619  
Mo17×A632 
Mo17×HY 
Mo17×WF9 
WF9×914 
WF9×A619 
WF9×A632 
WF9×B73 
WF9×HY 
WF9×Mo17
 
 
Field Inoculation 
 
 
In Spring 2003 and 2004, a field experiment was carried out at the Ben Hur Plant Science Farm 
near Baton Rouge, LA. Seeds of 20 F1 and 35 half-sib crosses of maize were machine-planted into 
a Commerce silt loam (fine-silty, mixed, nonacid, thermic Aeric Fluvaquent) soil in a randomized 
complete-block design with two replications. Thirty seeds of each cross/entry were planted in a 4.6 
m-long, single-row plot with interrow spacing of 1.02 m and interplant spacing of 0.15 m. 
 
In Summer 2003 and 2004, midsilk (50% plants in a plot with silks emerged) dates were recorded 
for each plot. About 28 days after midsilk, six ears per plot were randomly selected for inoculation. 
Husks were parted with hand to expose kernels. Exposed kernels were inoculated by delivering two 
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drops of A. flavus conidial suspension (A. flavus isolate NRRL 3357; 1.0 × 106 conidia/mL) with an 
eyedropper. Immediately following inoculation, husks were pulled back over the kernels. This 
inoculation procedure exposed more kernels to the inoculum and hence improved their chance of 
being inoculated. The reason for adopting the eyedropper technique was to prevent any kernel 
damage that could possibly occur with the traditionally used needle-in-silk-channel technique. The 
eyedropper had a blunt tip that prevented kernel damage and allowed an operator to easily 
accomplish inoculation. The eyedropper inoculation allowed uniform spread of inoculum over the 
kernels without any overpressure and spill (Wicklow and Horn, 1984). Field inoculations were 
done within one day or at most two days to achieve consistent timing of start of inoculation stress. 
The plots that had very late midsilk dates were inoculated 3 to 5 days later. Six plants with non-
inoculated ears per plot were used for assay for the LIRS method. 
 
 
Laboratory Analysis 
 
 
In September 2003-2004, inoculated and uninoculated ears were hand-harvested and bagged 
separately on a plot basis. The harvested ears were air-dried to 13-15% moisture content at room 
temperature (25 °C) in a laboratory with good ventilation, and machine-shelled. The shelled kernels 
from each plot were sifted using a sieve with a mesh diameter of 0.6 cm to cull out undersized and 
cracked kernels, and to ensure that the kernels were completely blended by the sifting action. The 
sifted and blended kernels from each plot were put in a paper bag and placed in a freezer 
maintained at <10°C (Vincelli et al., 1995). This prevented the uninfected kernels from getting 
infected by the infected ones by inhibiting A. flavus growth prior to testing. For fungal infection 
assay, about 200 kernels were randomly sampled from each bag of kernels (Davis et al., 1980; 
Widstrom et al., 1982). Kernels from un-inoculated plants for the LIRS method were collected, 
following the same procedures.  
 
1. Assay for Fungal Infection Rates with the Media-free and Isolated-kernel Incubation (MIKI) 
    Method 
 
The sampled kernels from inoculated plants were washed in running cold tap water (not in hot tap 
water to avoid its hyperthermic effect on subepidermal A. flavus) with a lab brush swirling in a 
strainer (colander) and then washed with running distilled water to remove other microorganisms 
and to suppress possible biocompetitive growth. The washed kernels were soaked in 70% aqueous 
ethanol in a bowl or beaker for 1 min and rinsed using distilled water to disinfect the kernel surface, 
followed by soaking in 0.25% NaOCl solution in a beaker for 1 min and rinsing with distilled water 
for further surface sterilization (Sauer and Burroughs, 1986). The purpose of this protocol was to 
doubly ensure surface sterilization by different germicides or fungicides, in case microbes might 
survive one treatment. Then, the kernels were drained and placed, using a sterile pair of tweezers, 
in 48-well polystyrene tissue culture plates with 1.2 cm well diameter (Becton Dickinson Labware, 
USA). Each well contained one kernel for a total of 48 kernels per plate. No artificial medium was 
used. This procedure allowed Aspergillus flavus to emerge from every infection site with an equal 
chance. Each plate was covered with a lid (to avoid or minimize cross-infection between infected 
and uninfected kernels) (Li et al., 2002; Li and Kang, 2004a). A total of 144 kernels from three 
plates per sample was assayed. All the kernels for each block or replication were incubated together 
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in an incubator (NAPCO Series 6500). All the plates were piled/stacked or positioned such that 
they had a uniform spacing between them and underwent homogeneous incubating conditions. 
Incubation temperature was 35 °C (optimal for A. flavus growth) and relative humidity was kept at 
100 to 95% for the first day, 95 to 90% for the second day, and 90 to 85% from the third day on (to 
simulate the field humidity) (Winn and Lane, 1978). On the 10th day of incubation, the plate lid 
was removed under a fume hood (to prevent spore dispersal), and kernel infection levels were 
recorded by counting the number of infected kernels. Counting was done with the aid of an 
inoculation needle to probe if the kernel site facing the bottom of wells had A. flavus growth. Raw 
data were collected as three counts (from three plates) per entry (plot, cross, or genotype). Newly 
developed software ‘Diallel Analyzer’ was used to analyze data. The software automatically 
converted the count-data to percent-kernel-infection (PKI) data on a plot basis (lower PKI = higher 
A. flavus resistance). 
 
2. Assay for Fungal Infection Rates with the Lab-based Infection Resistance Screening (LIRS)  
    Method 
 
The sampled kernels from non-inoculated plants were not washed by running distilled water to 
remove other microorganisms as was done in MIKI to model the status of kernels in the field. 
However, kernels for each sample were soaked in water for 1 min to restore their moisture content 
close to 30%—the rough kernel moisture content during the grain maturation period in the field. 
Kernels were then drained and placed by hand in 48-well polystyrene tissue culture plates. Each 
well contained one kernel for a total of 144 kernels for three plates per sample (each well 
functioned as a tiny niche for A. flavus infection, each plate lid simulated the maize husk, and each 
plate served as the cob or ear). Kernels were inoculated by applying a conidial suspension of A. 
flavus isolate NRRL 3357 (with concentration of 1.0 × 106 conidia/ml) to the kernel surface in plate 
wells. A 20 µl of such conidial suspension of A. flavus was applied with a pipette to the kernel in a 
well. The plates with inoculated kernels were covered with lids and incubated in an incubator 
(NAPCO Series 6500) under the same settings as used in the MIKI method. On the fifth day of 
incubation, all the plates were taken out and lids were removed, and each kernel in a plate was 
pipetted with a 20 µl of distilled water to model the field kernels being subjected to rain. The plates 
were again covered with lids and placed back in the incubator. Incubation continued until the 10th 
day (but if there was no visible growth of A. flavus, the duration of incubation was extended to the 
day when A. flavus growth would be appreciable). The data collection for maize PKI and 
interpretation were the same as for the MIKI method.  
 
 
Statistical and Genetical Analyses 
 
 
Data were analyzed according to linear mathematic models (Liu et al., 1984; Gao, 1986; Bogartz, 
1994; Sahai and Ageel, 2000) with a general notation of y=number of years, r=number of 
replications or blocks, and g=number of genotypes. Years and replications were treated as fixed 
effects except in the random models. Genotypes (F1 hybrids) were also treated as fixed effects 
unless explicitly specified otherwise. The diallel cross analysis was based on Griffing's (1956) 
Method 3 and performed on a plot basis with a fixed-effects model using a newly developed 
software for Windows called ‘Diallel Analyzer’ (Li and Kang, 2004b). The statistical and genetic 
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analysis for the 35 half-sib crosses and the North-Carolina-Design II (NCD-II) crosses were 
conducted by the newly developed Genetic Data Analyzer for Windows (not yet published).  
 
 
The linear mathematical model for the pooled analyses of variance across years was: 
 
Yijk = µ + yi + r(y)j(i) + gk + (gy)ik + ejk(i) 
 
where  Yijk = observed kernel infection rate or PKI for the ith year, 
 
          jth replication within the ith year, and kth genotype,
 
µ  = grand mean of the experiment,
 
yi   = effect of the ith year,
 
r(y)j(i) = effect of the jth replication within the ith year,
 
gk  =  effect of the kth genotype (F1 hybrid),
 
(gy)ik = interaction of the kth genotype with the ith year, and
 
ejk(i) = residual effect or random error of the experiment. 
 
 
The general linear model for analyses of variance in the diallel cross was: 
 
Yijk = µ + ri + xjk + eijk 
        
 
where  Yijk = observed kernel infection rate or PKI for the ith replication,
 
          and jth and kth parents,
 
 µ   = grand mean of the experiment,
 
 ri  =  effect of the ith replication,
 
xjk = genotypic effect of the cross between jth and kth parents, and
 
eijk = residual effect or random error of the experiment. 
 
 
The linear mathematical model for combining ability analyses in the diallel cross was: 
 
Xij = µ + gi + gj + sij + rij + b1 eijk 
 
where  Xij = observed kernel infection rate or PKI from the cross between ith and jth parents,
 
µ   = overall mean of the experiment,
 
gi   = genetic effect of general combining ability (gca) for the ith parent, 
gj   = genetic effect of general combining ability (gca) for the jth parent,
 
sij  =  genetic effect of specific combining ability (sca) for cross between ith and jth parents,
 
rij  =  genetic effect of reciprocal cross between the ith and jth parents, and
 
         b1 eijk = residual effect of combining ability analysis from random error of the experiment, 
        b is # of blocks, and eijk is random error in the foregoing general linear model. 
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The general linear model for the pooled analyses of variance in the diallel cross was: 
 
Yijkl = µ + yi + r(y)j(i) + xkl + (xy)ikl + ejkl(i) 
        
 
where  Yijkl = observed kernel infection rate or PKI for the ith year,
 
          jth replication within the ith year, and kth and lth parents,
 
µ   = grand mean of the experiment,
 
yi    = effect of the ith year,
 
r(y)j(i) = effect of the jth replication within the ith year,
 
xkl  =  genotypic effect of the cross between kth and lth parents,
 
(xy)ikl = interaction of the cross between kth and lth parents with the ith year, and
 
ejkl(i) = residual effect or random error of the experiment. 
 
 
The linear mathematical model for combining ability analyses in the diallel cross across years was: 
 
Xij = µ + gi + gj + sij + rij + yb1 eijl(k) 
 
where  Xij = observed kernel infection rate or PKI from the cross between ith and jth parents,
 
µ   = overall mean of the experiment,
 
gi   = genetic effect of general combining ability (gca) for the ith parent, 
gj   = genetic effect of general combining ability (gca) for the jth parent,
 
sij  =  genetic effect of specific combining ability (sca) for cross between ith and jth parents,
 
rij  =  genetic effect of reciprocal cross between the ith and jth parents, and
 
         yb1 eijl(k) = residual effect of combining ability analysis from random error of the experiment, 
         y is # of years, b is # of blocks, and eijl(k) is ejkl(i) in the foregoing general linear model. 
 
 
The linear statistical model for the nested-within-year effects in the NCD-II crosses was: 
 
Yijkl = µ + yi + r(y)j(i) + fk(i) + ml(i) + (fm)kl(i) + ejkl(i) 
 
where  Yijkl = observed kernel infection rate or PKI for the ith year,
 
           jth replication within the ith year, kth female, and lth male parents,
 
 µ   =   overall mean of the experiment,
 
yi    =   effect of the ith year,
 
r(y)j(i) = effect of the jth replication within the ith year,
 
fk(i)   =  genotypic effect of the kth female parent within the ith year, 
ml(i)  =  genotypic effect of the lth male parent within the ith year,
 
(fm)kl(i) = interaction between kth and lth parents within the ith year, and
 
ejkl(i)  = residual effect or random error of the experiment. 
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The linear statistical model for the factorial effects in the NCD-II crosses was: 
 
Yijkl = µ + yi + r(y)j(i) + fk + ml + (fm)kl +(fy)ik + (my)il + (fmy)ikl + eijkl
 
 
where  Yijkl = observed kernel infection rate or PKI for the ith year, 
 
           jth replication within the ith year, kth female, and lth male parents,
 
µ   =   overall mean of the experiment,
 
yi    =   effect of the ith year,
 
r(y)j(i) = effect of the jth replication within the ith year,
 
fk      =  genotypic effect of the kth female parent, 
ml     =  genotypic effect of the lth male parent,
 
(fm)kl = interaction of the cross between kth and lth parents, 
(fy)ik  = interaction between kth female parent and the ith year,
 
(my)il = interaction between lth male parent and the ith year,
 
(fmy)ikl = interaction of kth female and lth male parents with the ith year, and
 
eijkl    = residual effect or random error of the experiment. 
                                Chapter 5. Results and Discussion 
 
 
 
Statistical and Genetic Effect Analyses for the Diallel Trials in 2003-2004 
 
 
1. Analysis of Variance for Maize Kernel Infection Rates 
 
Separate analyses of variance for PKI for the 20 F1s from the Lfy maize diallel crosses in the years 
2003 and 2004 showed highly significant differences among the crosses (genotypes), with a fixed-
effects model (Tables 3 and 4). This supported the earlier evidence for remarkable variability in 
maize resistance to A. flavus infection (Zhang et al., 1997; Li et al., 2002) and also demonstrated 
differential pathogen responsiveness. The differentiation of resultant infection rates between the 
genotypes in response to the challenge of field inoculation with A. flavus are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5. 
 
Table 3. Analysis of variance for maize kernel infection rates in 2003 with a fixed-effects model. 
Source of variation  d.f. Mean squares F-value Expected mean squares 
        Blocks    1      3235.00**    64.44             22 20 re σσ +
        Genotypes  19        263.92**      5.26             22 2 ge σσ +
        Error  19          50.20              2eσ
        Total  39    
** Significant at p=0.01 
 
Table 4. Analysis of variance for maize kernel infection rates in 2004 with a fixed-effects model. 
Source of variation  d.f. Mean squares F-value Expected mean squares 
        Blocks    1      2366.04**    74.03             22 20 re σσ +
        Genotypes  19        145.88**      4.56             22 2 ge σσ +
        Error  19          31.96              2eσ
        Total  39    
** Significant at p=0.01 
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Fig. 1. Six 48-well tissue culture plates, each containing a separate maize line exhibiting variable  
  incidence of kernel infection by Aspergillus flavus. 
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Fig. 2. High resistance as shown by low incidence of maize kernels infected with Aspergillus 
  flavus. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Maize kernels showing moderate incidence of kernel infection by Aspergillus flavus. 
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Fig. 4. Maize kernels showing a high incidence of kernel infection by Aspergillus flavus. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. High susceptibility shown by maize kernels of one line severely infected with Aspergillus  
  flavus.
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Table 5. Combined analysis of variance for percent kernel infection (PKI) in 2003 and 2004 with 
a fixed-effects model. 
Source of variation  d.f. Mean squares F-value Expected mean squares 
     Years (Y)    1      1281.11**    31.18             22 40 ye σσ +
     Blocks within Y    2      2800.52**    68.17             2 )(
2 20 yre σσ +
     Genotypes (G)  19        224.03**      5.45             22 4 ge σσ +
     G × Y  19        185.76**      4.52             22 2 gye σσ +
     Error  38          41.08              2eσ
     Total  79    
** Significant at p=0.01 
 
A combined analysis of variance for PKI for the 20 F1s from Lfy-maize diallel crosses for 2003 and 
2004 similarly showed highly significant differences among the crosses (genotypes), with a fixed-
effects model (Table 5). This confirmed the existence of variability for maize resistance to A. flavus 
infection. 
From the three tables above, the replication or blocking effects (much larger F-value) were 
shown to outweigh that of genotypes (much smaller F-value) although they had the same statistical 
significance. The highly significant year effect and genotype-by-year effect indicated that 
microenvironment affected the occurrence of A. flavus infection, as did macroenvironment (Table 
5). Thus, the environmental conditions (principally temperature and humidity) in the field proved to 
contribute to the growth and development of A. flavus besides the susceptibility of kernels when 
exposed to fungal invasion. 
 
 
2. Analysis of Combining Ability for Maize Kernel Infection Rates 
 
Because of the presence of marked genotypic effects, the analysis of combining ability (ACA) for 
fixed effects was conducted to further reveal their component genetic effects. The separate ACA 
analyses by year (Tables 6 and 7) as well as a pooled ACA analysis (Table 8) across 2003 and 2004 
indicated that there were highly significant general combining ability (GCA) effects and reciprocal 
effects. These two variation terms accounted mostly for the genetic effects contained in the 
genotype’s term. The specific combining ability (SCA) effect was highly significant for the year 
2004 but only significant for the year 2003. The performance of resistance to A. flavus with such a 
pattern across years made it hard to establish that the SCA effect had the same (peer) importance as 
the GCA. Nevertheless, we were able to ascertain this genetic effect by integrating data across 
years, with more interfering source of variation or noise being removed from the total variation and 
with enhanced testing power, i.e., two times the error degrees of freedom (up from 19 to 38). The 
results better determined the weight or relative importance of SCA effects among the multiple 
genetic effects and affected consideration of SCA utilization in devising breeding schemes (Table 
8). The highly significant reciprocal effects were consistently found in the years 2003 and 2004 as 
well as in the pooled analyses. This result was in accord with a previous study (Zhang et al., 1997) 
in that the reciprocal effects existed for this trait measured in field trials. 
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Table 6. Analysis of combining ability for maize kernel infection rates for 2003. 
Source of variation d.f. Mean squares F-value 
           Genotypes      19             263.92**              5.26 
               GCAa        4             288.25**            11.48 
               SCAa        5               69.25*              2.76 
                Reciprocal      10             351.51**            14.00 
                ACA Error      19               25.10  
           ANOVA Error      19               50.20  
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
a GCA=general combining ability; SCA=specific combining ability. 
 
Table 7. Analysis of combining ability for maize kernel infection rates for 2004. 
Source of variation d.f. Mean squares F-value 
           Genotypes      19           145.88**            4.56 
               GCAa        4           198.15**          12.40 
               SCAa        5           152.29**            9.53 
                Reciprocal      10           121.76**            7.62 
                ACA Error      19             15.98  
           ANOVA Error      19             31.96  
** Significant at p=0.01 
a GCA=general combining ability; SCA=specific combining ability. 
 
Table 8. Analysis of combining ability for maize kernel infection rates for 2003 and 2004. 
Source of variation d.f. Mean squares F-value 
           Genotypes      19           224.03**            5.45 
               GCAa        4           155.86**          15.18 
               SCAa        5           142.39**          13.86 
                Reciprocal      10           292.12**          28.44 
                ACA Error      38             10.27  
           ANOVA Error      38             41.08  
** Significant at p=0.01 
a GCA=general combining ability; SCA=specific combining ability. 
Analysis of parental GCA effects for maize kernel infection rates 
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3. Analysis of Parental GCA Effects for Maize Kernel Infection Rates 
 
For the year 2003, the component GCA effects were estimated because of the noticeable GCA 
effect and all of them except for the parent A619 were highly significant (Table 9). These parents 
demonstrated GCA effects in response to the challenge of field A. flavus inoculation. However, 
only negative GCAs that had statistical significance would be desirable for developing A. flavus-
resistant maize. That is, the larger the negative value of the genetic effects, the higher the resistance 
to A. flavus the parents possess. The GCA effects for the parents 914 (-5.28**) and WF9 (-3.89**) 
were highly significantly negative, suggesting that the use of these parents in crosses should be 
conducive to reducing PKI. In the year 2004, the results contradicted the prior ones, as a reversal in 
sign for GCAs was observed, making conclusions difficult to arrive at (Table 10). The integrated 
ACA analysis (Table 11) took the year and genotype-by-year interfering effects into account and 
removed these two sources of variation from the total variation. Without the confounding factors, 
the parents that had significant negative GCAs were 914 (-1.74**) and A619 (-1.59**). The fact 
that parent A619 turned out to have a significant negative GCA and WF9 not to have a significant 
one resulted mainly from year effects. It was also the year effects (with much larger mean squares 
in ANOVA) that generated genotype-by-year interaction and complicated evaluation of the parental 
GCAs. On the other hand, the parent A632 consistently showed highly significant positive GCA 
effects across years (6.12** for 2003 and 2.67** for 2004) and in the combined ACA analysis 
(4.40**). Thus, the use of this parent should be avoided in efforts to reduce PKI.  
The greater proportion of desired Lfy-based parents to poor ones indicated a relatively high 
frequency of acquiring a Lfy source of resistance. However, various aspects of this resistance 
remain unclear. With the desirable GCA effects for the parents 914 and A619, the higher average 
performance in A. flavus resistance from their progeny could be expected; thereby increasing the 
chances of achieving success in resistance breeding. It would also be expected that the progeny 
with highest desirable A. flavus resistance could be produced by crossing these two parents, as both 
possess the largest GCA effects. Because the GCA effects for the parents 914 and A619 essentially 
represented desirable main effects for making favorable crosses with others, their breeding values 
through this ACA assessment would be warranted. 
 
Table 9. Parental general combining ability (GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), and  
reciprocal (REC) effects for percent kernel infection from the diallel crosses evaluated in 2003. 
Parents (Ps) GCA Crosses SCA REC Crosses SCA REC 
914 (P1) -5.28** 914×A619   3.88*   -0.52 A619×HY -4.22*  10.94** 
A619 (P2) -0.82 914×A632  -2.03 -10.24** A619×WF9   2.66   -3.12 
A632 (P3)  6.12** 914×HY   2.66    2.60 A632×HY   2.03 -18.23** 
HY (P4)  3.87** 914×WF9  -4.51**    9.90** A632×WF9   2.31    5.56* 
WF9 (P5) -3.89** A619×A632  -2.31    8.85** HY×WF9 -0.46  -9.90** 
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
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Table 10. Parental general combining ability (GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), and  
reciprocal (REC) effects for percent kernel infection from the diallel crosses evaluated in 2004. 
Parents (Ps) GCA Crosses SCA REC Crosses SCA REC 
914 (P1)  1.81* 914×A619   -1.13    3.82* A619×HY    1.24    1.22 
A619 (P2) -2.36* 914×A632  -4.77**   -1.04 A619×WF9   -0.55   -7.12**
A632 (P3)  2.67** 914×HY   7.67**  13.19** A632×HY   -3.44*   -4.34* 
HY (P4) -5.95** 914×WF9  -1.77   -2.08 A632×WF9   7.78**    5.21** 
WF9 (P5) 3.83** A619×A632   0.43   -3.47* HY×WF9 -5.47**   -0.35 
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
 
Table 11. Parental general combining ability (GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), and 
reciprocal (REC) effects for percent kernel infection from the diallel crosses evaluated in 2003-2004. 
Parents (Ps) GCA Crosses SCA REC Crosses SCA REC 
914 (P1) -1.74** 914×A619   1.37*   1.65 A619×HY  -1.49*   6.08** 
A619 (P2) -1.59** 914×A632  -3.40**  -5.64** A619×WF9    1.06  -5.12** 
A632 (P3)  4.40** 914×HY   5.16**   7.90** A632×HY   -0.71 -11.28** 
HY (P4)  -1.04* 914×WF9  -3.14**   3.91** A632×WF9   5.05**    5.38** 
WF9 (P5)  -0.03 A619×A632  -0.94   2.69* HY×WF9 -2.97**  -5.12** 
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
 
 
4. Analysis of Parental SCA Effects for Maize Kernel Infection Rates 
 
From the analyses of combining ability for the 10 pairs of possible parental combinations, the 
specific crosses that had significant negative SCA effects were: 914 × WF9 (-4.51**) and A619 × 
HY (-4.22**) for 2003, and 914 × A632 (-4.77**), A632 × HY (-3.44*), and HY×WF9 (-5.47**) 
for 2004 (Tables 9 and 10). However, no specific crosses had consistently significant negative SCA 
effects across the two years. Four crosses had significant negative SCA effects when the year and 
genotype-by-year interfering effects were excluded (Table 11). They were 914 × A632 (-3.40**), 
914 × WF9 (-3.14**), A619 × HY (-1.49*), and HY × WF9 (-2.97**) for 2003-2004. This lower 
and unstable proportion of crosses with the fungal resistance would make it difficult to employ 
negative vigor or heterosis from specific Lfy maize combinations. Nevertheless, these results 
suggested that resistance to kernel infection by A. flavus existed among the parents and some of the 
crosses. For instance, the crosses 914 × A632, 914 × WF9, and HY × WF9 had consistently 
negative SCA effects across the two years, although they might not be consistently, statistically, 
significant across time. Therefore, they demonstrated the presence of potential performance that 
could be exploited to develop resistant lines (due to exceptionally higher SCAs) in breeding 
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programs and to produce highly resistant hybrids (due to extraordinary genetic interactions) in 
heterosis utilization. 
 
 
5. Analysis of Parental Reciprocal Effects for Maize Kernel Infection Rates 
 
Individual reciprocal effects were also found across years. There were seven crosses in 2003 and 
six crosses in 2004 that exhibited statistical significance (Tables 9 and 10). For the pooled ACA 
with the year and genotype-by-year effects removed, the crosses that exhibited a statistical 
significance rose to nine out of 10 pairs of combinations listed or 90% (Table 11). The results 
revealed that reciprocal effects do exist and must not be ignored in making crosses. These 
reciprocal effects reflected the presence of maternal or non-nuclear gene(s) in the maize kernel cell 
that partially controls A. flavus resistance. We are nevertheless able to take advantage of the 
reciprocal effects, provided they are favored in the negative direction, and to make extra progress in 
resistance breeding by pooling all possible favorable genes into one line. Because the significant 
positively directed crosses would refer to correspondingly significant negatively directed crosses, 
reverse but equivalent crosses can be derived. For example, the cross HY × 914 that was not listed 
in Table 11 would also be highly negatively significant relative to the cross 914 × HY that was 
listed and marked as a highly positively significant item. Therefore, with the female parent written 
first based on the combined ACA (Table 11), the following nine crosses were favorable for 
reducing PKI: 914 × A632 (-5.64**), HY × 914 (-7.90**), WF9 × 914 (-3.91**), A632 × A619 (-
2.69*), HY × A619 (-6.08**), A619 × WF9 (-5.12**), A632 × HY (-11.28**), WF9 × A632 (-
5.38**), and HY × WF9 (-5.12**). Since these crosses in the opposite direction would be 
unfavorable for resistance breeding, their mating sequence should be carefully chosen to avoid 
undesirable significant reciprocal effects. 
 
 
6. A Comparative Study of Parental GCA Effects for Maize Kernel Infection Rates 
 
Table 12. Multiple comparisons of parental general combining ability (GCA) effects for percent  
  kernel infection from the diallel crosses evaluated in 2003. 
 GCA2 (P2) GCA3 (P3) GCA4 (P4) GCA5 (P5) 
GCA1 (P1)         4.46*         11.40**         9.14**         1.39 
GCA2 (P2)            6.94**         4.69*         3.07 
GCA3 (P3)           2.26       10.01** 
GCA4 (P4)            7.75** 
** Significant at p=0.01, LSD. 
* Significant at p=0.05, LSD. 
 
The diversity and trends in resistance of maize to A. flavus infection when a general hybridization 
is made can be seen from the multiple comparisons of parental GCA effects for PKI. There were 
five highly significant and two significant differences in 2003 (Table 12) and six highly significant 
differences and one significant difference in 2004 (Table 13) out of a total of 10 pairwise GCAs. 
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There were four highly significant and two significant (60%) paired differences that were detected 
from the pooled comparisons of parental GCA effects after removing the year and genotype-by-
year interference (Table 14). These high proportions of differences among Lfy-based parents 
implied that there would be a broad genetic base for a potentially desired GCA to be existent and to 
be found by ACA analyses of more genetically diversified maize germplasm. 
 
Table 13. Multiple comparisons of parental general combining ability (GCA) effects for percent  
  kernel infection from the diallel crosses evaluated in 2004. 
 GCA2 (P2) GCA3 (P3) GCA4 (P4) GCA5 (P5) 
GCA1 (P1)         4.17**           0.87         7.75**         2.03 
GCA2 (P2)            5.03**         3.59*         6.19** 
GCA3 (P3)           8.62**         1.16 
GCA4 (P4)            9.78** 
** Significant at p=0.01, LSD. 
* Significant at p=0.05, LSD. 
 
Table 14. Multiple comparisons of parental general combining ability (GCA) effects for percent  
  kernel infection from the diallel crosses evaluated across 2003 and 2004. 
 GCA2 (P2) GCA3 (P3) GCA4 (P4) GCA5 (P5) 
GCA1 (P1)         0.14           6.13**         0.69         1.71* 
GCA2 (P2)            5.99**         0.55         1.56* 
GCA3 (P3)           5.44**         4.43** 
GCA4 (P4)            1.01 
** Significant at p=0.01, LSD. 
* Significant at p=0.05, LSD. 
 
 
7. A Comparative Study of Parental SCA Effects for Maize Kernel Infection Rates 
 
In addition to the diversity and trends in resistance of maize to A. flavus infection revealed by 
average performance of parental GCAs, specific crosses had significant differences among SCA 
effects, confirming that similar results existed in the individual crosses. In Tables 15 and 16, out of 
45 pairwise SCAs, nine crosses were highly significantly different and 12 significantly different for 
2003, and 24 crosses were highly significantly different and four significantly different for 2004. 
The pooled comparisons in Table 17 gave a more precise estimation after excluding the year and 
genotype-by-year effects: 28 highly significant and seven (78%) significant paired differences were 
detected across 2003 and 2004. 
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Table 15. Multiple comparisons of specific combining ability (SCA) effects for percent kernel  
  infection from the diallel crosses evaluated in 2003. 
 SCA13 SCA14 SCA15 SCA23 SCA24 SCA25 SCA34 SCA35 SCA45
SCA12  5.90*   1.22 8.39** 6.19** 8.10** 1.22 1.85 1.56   4.34* 
SCA13    4.69 2.49 0.29 2.20 4.69* 4.05* 4.34*   1.56 
SCA14   7.18* 4.98* 6.89** 0.00 0.64 0.35   3.12 
SCA15    2.20 0.29 7.18** 6.54** 6.83**   4.05* 
SCA23     1.91 4.98 4.34* 4.63*   1.85 
SCA24      6.89* 6.25** 6.54**   3.76* 
SCA25       0.64 0.35   3.12 
SCA34        0.29   2.49 
SCA35           2.78 
** Significant at p=0.01, LSD. 
* Significant at p=0.05, LSD. 
 
Table 16. Multiple comparisons of specific combining ability (SCA) effects for percent kernel  
  infection from the diallel crosses evaluated in 2004. 
 SCA13 SCA14 SCA15 SCA23 SCA24 SCA25 SCA34 SCA35 SCA45 
SCA12   3.65   8.80**  0.64 1.56 2.37 0.58   2.31   8.91**  4.34** 
SCA13  12.44**  3.01 5.21** 6.02** 4.22**   1.33 12.56**   0.69 
SCA14   9.43** 7.23** 6.42** 8.22** 11.11**  0.12 13.14**
SCA15    2.20 3.01* 1.22   1.68  9.55**   3.70* 
SCA23     0.81 0.98   3.88*  7.35**   5.90**
SCA24      1.79   4.69**  6.54**   6.71**
SCA25         2.89*  8.33**   4.92**
SCA34        11.23**   2.03 
SCA35         13.25**
** Significant at p=0.01, LSD. 
* Significant at p=0.05, LSD. 
 
The higher rate of differences found among the SCAs than that among the GCAs implied that 
there could be more chance of finding desirable parental combinations from the specific crosses 
than from the average performance evaluation of parents alone. It also implied that there still would 
be a possibility to obtain a better-performing progeny from the specific crosses if the parents 
perform ordinarily or even poorly in A. flavus resistance.  
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Table 17. Multiple comparisons of specific combining ability (SCA) effects for percent kernel  
  infection from the diallel crosses evaluated across 2003 and 2004. 
 SCA13 SCA14 SCA15 SCA23 SCA24 SCA25 SCA34 SCA35 SCA45
SCA12 4.77** 3.79** 4.51** 2.31** 2.86** 0.32 2.08* 3.67** 4.34** 
SCA13  8.56** 0.26 2.46** 1.91* 4.46** 2.69** 8.45** 0.43 
SCA14   8.30** 6.11** 6.66** 4.11** 5.87** 0.12 8.13** 
SCA15    2.20* 1.65* 4.20** 2.43** 8.19** 0.17 
SCA23     0.55 2.00 0.23 5.99** 2.03* 
SCA24      2.55* 0.78 6.54** 1.48 
SCA25       1.77* 3.99** 4.02** 
SCA34        5.76** 2.26** 
SCA35         8.02** 
** Significant at p=0.01, LSD. 
* Significant at p=0.05, LSD. 
 
 
 
Statistical and Genetic Analyses for the Half-sib Trials in 2003-2004 
 
 
The 35 half-sib crosses derived from seven maize breeding lines or synthetics were subjected to the 
analysis of variance for pooled PKIs for 2003 and 2004 and yielded the following results with both 
a fixed-effects and a random-effects model (Tables 18 and 19). The random-effects model was 
based on the collection of any hybrid seeds from parents that survived the hybridization stress or 
that were available in storage. The resultant data were treated as a fixed-effects model to find out 
the specific differences between the parental effects on resistance of maize to A. flavus. The results 
from the fixed-effects model were then used to ascertain the power that their effects could be 
extended to the random model situation for the population referenced from this collection of half-
sib crosses. The larger number of entries of maize breeding lines or synthetics in this trial than that 
of maize inbreds used in the above diallel trials provided a better estimation of related genetic 
parameters. 
All the terms of variation showed significant or highly significant fixed effects, and the mean 
square for year effects (326.77) was no longer larger than that for genotypic effects (756.87) (Table 
18). The smaller magnitude of mean squares for year effects suggested that the across-years 
variability of PKIs might be less when the number of entries of maize was larger. This also implied 
that there was differential pathogenic response between the maize inbreds and breeding lines or 
synthetics that originated mostly from the same inbreds as well as a differential response to the 
ever-changing environmental conditions across years. The inbreds appeared to be more sensitive to 
environmental changes across years with respect to A. flavus resistance. The maize breeding lines 
or synthetics developed from most of the same inbreds appeared to have gained a more stable 
performance in response to A. flavus invasion. The differential performance between the inbreds 
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and breeding lines across years might signify their genetic differences, as was shown in Table 5 
where the year mean square (1281.11) was much higher than that for genotypes (224.03). All the 
block effects, however, were significant or highly significant throughout this study and had a very 
large magnitude as well relative to all other sources of variation. There was a large block effect 
even when all the entries of two blocks were put together within one incubator and underwent 
homogeneous testing in 2004. Although this explained how the blocking treatments aided the 
precise estimation of different variations, the marked block effects characterized the responsive 
sensitivity of maize even to microenvironments. Thus, there is a need to bring the block effects 
under control. Because only the genotypes were given the inoculation treatments, the blocking 
portion was not supposed to outweigh the portion that received the treatments especially when they 
were not exposed to divergent microenvironments. A fix or improvement of this situation with the 
introduction of a lab-based infection resistance screening (LIRS) method is described later. 
 
Table 18. Analysis of variance for pooled percent kernel infection data for 2003 and 2004 using 
  a fixed-effects model. 
Source of variation   d.f. Mean squares F-value Expected mean squares 
      Years (Y)      1       326.77*     6.26             22 70 ye σσ +
      Blocks within Y      2       865.30**   16.57             2 )(
2 35 yre σσ +
      Genotypes (G)    34       756.87**   14.50             22 4 ge σσ +
      G × Y    34       167.30**     3.20             22 2 gye σσ +
      Error    68         52.21              2eσ
      Total  139    
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
 
The significant year effect disappeared when it was treated as a random effect (Table 19). This 
accounted for the randomness of the subjects whose results might vary from year to year if they 
were considered and compared against the corresponding interaction term with another factor, i.e., 
the term genotype-by-year (G × Y) interaction, in this study. That is, the year effect had not yet 
achieved random significance. Therefore, the highly significant genotypic effects were shown to be 
meaningful even when they were treated as a random effect, and this is what would be expected of 
a treated (inoculated) subject. Similarly, the large block effect in the fixed-effects model was down 
to a level that was only significant and not highly significant as it was for the random-effects 
model. 
With the block effect reasonably lower, the ANOVA provided a more accurate estimation of 
related genetic parameters. This was because the extremely large block effect can be associated 
with a large error between observations, which can lead to inaccurate or even biased analytical 
results. Although blocking helped remove its portion of variation and should not affect estimating 
other portions of variation, it was not reasonable to get a huge across-blocks variation for similar 
adjacent microenvironments. This variation suggested a lower reproducibility of PKI data and 
could mask the true differences between genotypes if it constituted a substantial portion of the total 
variation. 
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The genotype-by-year (G × Y) effect was highly significant for both the fixed and random 
model, which is unfavorable for resistance breeding and appraising purposes, and it should not be 
ignored when deploying a resistant line or synthetic for multi-year breeding programs. This 
appreciable G × Y interaction might be reduced and re-assessed using a more consistent, 
comparable, or homogeneous experimental control. 
 
Table 19. Analysis of variance for pooled percent kernel infection data for 2003 and 2004 using 
  a random-effects model. 
Source of variation   d.f. Mean squares F-value Expected mean squares 
      Years (Y)      1  ---    326.77     1.95        --------------------- 
      Blocks within Y      2  ---    865.30*     5.17        --------------------- 
      Genotypes (G)    34 M1    756.87**     4.52         
222 42 ggye σσσ ++
      G × Y    34 M2    167.30**     3.20         
22 2 gye σσ +
      Error    68 Me      52.21          2eσ
      Total  139     
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
 
Based on the analysis of variance with pooled PKIs (Table 19), the genetic variance component 
from the expected mean squares was estimated as 
 
  = 2ˆ gσ yr
MM 21 −  = 
4
167.30-756.87  = 147.39 
 
The genetic coefficient of variation (G.C.V.) for maize PKI was estimated as 
 
   G.C.V. (%) = 
x
g
2σˆ
 = 
30.26
147.39  = 40.12% 
 
The broad-sense heritability for maize PKI from the genetic variance component was estimated as 
 
2
Bh  (%) = 22
2
ˆˆ
ˆ
eg
g
σσ
σ
+  =   52.21147.39
147.39
+  = 73.84% 
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Statistical and Genetic Analyses for the NCD-II Trials in 2003-2004 
 
 
Twelve single crosses representing a set of female lines (914, A632, HY, and WF9) and a set of 
male lines (A619, B73, and Mo17) were selected from the 35 half-sib crosses derived from seven 
maize breeding lines (Table 20). 
 
Table 20. The North-Carolina-Design II (NCD-II) single crosses made with two sets of maize lines. 
                          Male lines (♂) 
     Female lines (♀) 
             A619            B73        Mo17 
            914           914 × A619         914 × B73     914 × Mo17 
           A632           A632 × A619         A632 × B73     A632 × Mo17 
            HY           HY × A619         HY × B73     HY × Mo17 
           WF9           WF9 × A619         WF9 × B73     WF9 × Mo17 
 
To clarify the genetic analysis for two sets of parents for their character performance and direct 
interaction for fungal resistance, as would be done with one-year data, the analysis of variance with 
a nested-within-year model was used. It presents a clear outline of the three critical terms:  
Females, Males, and their interactions with each other (Table 21). 
 
Table 21. Analysis of variance for percent kernel infection data for 2003-2004 NCD-II crosses with 
  a nested-within-year model. 
  Source of 
  Variation d.f. Mean Squares F-value          Expected Mean Squares 
  Years (Y)  --- 1  ---    564.33**    11.64           ---------------------- 
  Blocks within Y  --- 2  ---    494.36**    10.19           ---------------------- 
  Females within Y df1 6 M1    645.91**    13.32           
2
)(
2
)(
2 62 yfyfme σσσ ++
  Males within Y df2 4 M2    236.44**      4.88           
2
)(
2
)(
2 82 ymyfme σσσ ++
  F × M within Y df3 12 M3    169.97**      3.51           
2
)(
2 2 yfme σσ +
  Error dfe 22 Me      48.49            
2
eσ
  Total  47     
** Significant at p=0.01 
 
From the nested-within-year study, all the three terms of interest were highly significant 
although they were a subset of the 35 maize crosses. The Females had the largest mean square. This 
indicated that the genetic differences between crosses with different females were major ones and 
should become a focus in the fungal resistance breeding. This also partially accounted for a large 
maternal effect that was noted for A. flavus resistance. Therefore, this is what a breeder should pay 
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attention to and a basis on which a breeding strategy should be devised to be able to employ this 
characteristic. The males had a lower response relative to females for PKI, but the variation caused 
by the between-males genetic differences still was significant. The various genetic bases among the 
females, among the males, and between the sets also produced a genetically divergent cross 
progeny. This was indicated by the female-by-male interaction mean square (169.97**), which 
suggested some divergent dominance could play a role in maize response to fungal infection across 
the specific crosses and across the sets. To further obtain the specific genetic information on the 
genetic factors that were responsible for the character performance, the related genetic parameters 
were extracted and used. 
 
The female, male, and their interactive genetic variance components were estimated as 
 
2ˆ fσ  = rm
MM 31 −  = 
6
169.97645.91−  = 79.32 
2ˆmσ  = rf
MM 32 −  = 
8
169.97236.44 −  = 8.31 
2ˆ fmσ  = r
MM e−3  = 
2
48.49−169.97  = 60.74. 
 
The variances of female, male, and their interactive genetic variances were estimated as 
 
  Var( 2ˆ fσ ) = 



+++ 22)(
2
3
2
3
1
2
1
2 df
M
df
M
yrm
 = 



+++ 212
169.97
26
645.91
12
2 22
2  = 752.9618 
  Var( 2σˆ ) = m 



+++ 22)(
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
2 df
M
df
M
yrf
 = 



+++ 212
169.97
24
236.44
16
2 22
2  = 88.9167 
  Var( 2ˆ fmσ ) = 



+++ 22)(
2 2
3
2
3
2
e
e
df
M
df
M
yr
 = 



+++ 222
48.49
212
169.97
4
2 22
2  = 270.2058 
 
With the z test, we have the hypothesis tests for , , and , respectively: 2ˆ fσ 2ˆmσ 2ˆ fmσ
 
Z  = 
 )ˆVar(
0ˆ 
2
2
f
f
σ
σ −
 = 
 752.9618
79.32  = 2.8907**    p ( > Z ) = 0.0019 
Z  = 
 )ˆVar(
0ˆ 
2
2
m
m
σ
σ −  = 
 88.9167
8.31  = 0.8811     p ( > Z ) = 0.1891 
Z  = 
 )ˆVar(
0ˆ 
2
2
fm
fm
σ
σ −
 = 
270.2058
60.74  = 3.6951**    p ( > Z ) = 0.0001 
 
When F (the inbreeding coefficient) = 0 for an open pollination system of maize, the female genetic 
variance component was:  = Cov Half-sib♀ = 2fσ 241 Aσ ; the male genetic variance component was: 
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2
mσ  = Cov Half-sib♂ = 241 Aσ ; and the female-by-male interactive genetic variance component was: 
 = Cov Full-sib - Cov Half-sib♀ - Cov Half-sib♂ = 2fmσ ( ) 241241241221 AADA σσσσ −−+  = 241 Dσ . 
Thereby, the additive genetic variance from the females was: (f) = 4 , or from the males: 
(m) = 4 , and the dominance genetic variance was:  = 4 . 
2
Aσ 2fσ
2
Aσ 2mσ
2ˆ Aσ
2ˆ Aσ
2
Dσ 2fmσ
 )ˆ 2fσ
2ˆD
2ˆDσ
2ˆmσ
σˆ
Var(
ˆ 2fσ
σ
σˆ
σˆ
2ˆ fmσ
σˆ
2
f
2ˆ Aσ
σ
2ˆ fσ
2
f
2
f
2ˆmσ


+ 2
2
3+
df+ 2
2
2
2df
M


+12
169.97++ 2
2
 
Since Var( (f)) = Var(4 ) = 42ˆ fσ 2 Var( ), we have the hypothesis test for (f), 2ˆ fσ 2ˆ Aσ
 
Z for (f) = 
 (f))ˆVar(
0(f)ˆ  
2
2
A
A
σ
σ −  = 
 )ˆVar(4
ˆ4 
22
2
f
f
σ
σ
 =  = Z for  
2
f
 
Thus, the statistical significance of (f) was equivalent to that of . Likewise, the statistical 
significance of (m) was equivalent to that of , and of  to that of . 
2ˆ Aσ 2f
2ˆ Aσ 2ˆmσ 2fm
 
The additive variance from the females or males and the dominance variance were then estimated 
as: 
 
(f) = 4  = 317.29**   (m) = 4  = 33.24    = 4 = 242.96** 2ˆ Aσ 2ˆmσ
 
If  ≠ , there may be maternal effects and it would be advisable to use  to obtain an 
unbiased estimate of  (Kang, 1994). This is because it would be robust for one to estimate the 
parental genetic variance that was generated by the difference in a trait controlled by nuclear genes 
alone. That is, the difference between a maternal or non-nuclear gene-system could be treated as 
unidentified noise that would need to be reduced. If they are equal, then they may be pooled. 
2
m σ 2mσ
2
Aσ
 In this study, nevertheless, the difference between  and  was statistically significant. That 
is, when  and  are mutually independent normal random variables, or Cov( , ) = 0, we 
have 
2ˆ fσ
σˆ 2ˆmσ 2ˆ fσ 2ˆmσ
 
 Var( - ) = Var( ) – 2Cov( , ) + Var( ) = Var( ) + Var( ) 2ˆ fσ 2ˆ fσ 2ˆ fσ 2ˆmσ 2ˆmσ 2ˆmσ
                           = 



+++ 22)(
2
3
2
3
1
2
1
2 df
M
df
M
yrm
 + 

)(
2
3
2
M
yrf
 
                           = 



+++ 212
169.97
26
645.91
12
2 22
2  + 

24
236.44
16
2 2
2  
                           = 841.8785  
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With the z test (here Var( - ) = 0 was known)(Ott, 1993), we have the hypothesis test that 2fσ 2mσ
 
 Z  = 
 )ˆˆVar(
0ˆˆ 
22
22
mf
mf
σσ
σσ
−
−−
 = 
 841.8785
8.3179.32 −  = 2.4475**   p ( > Z ) = 0.0072 
 
Since the  and  were highly significantly different, the maternal effects must not be ignored 
and in reality they claim part of the genetic variance that was brought in by the difference between 
the females and males. To take this effect into account, one may take the arithmetic mean of (f) 
and (m) , i.e., 
2ˆ fσ 2ˆmσ
2ˆ Aσ
2ˆ Aσ
 
2ˆ Aσ (pooled) = 2
(m)ˆ (f)ˆ 22 AA σσ +  = 
2
33.24317.29 +  = 175.26 
 
which would rationally estimate the additive variance for a balance of both actions that additively 
contribute to resistance/susceptibility to A. flavus infection. 
 
The narrow-sense heritability of maize PKI for an additive-dominance model was estimated as 
 
            (%) = 2Nh 222
2
ˆˆˆ
ˆ
eDA
A
σσσ
σ
++  = 48.49242.96175.26
175.26
++  = 37.55% 
 
The broad-sense heritability of maize PKI for an additive-dominance model was estimated as 
 
2
Bh  (%) = 222
22
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆ
eDA
DA
σσσ
σσ
++
+  = 
48.49242.96175.26
242.96175.26
++
+  = 89.61% 
 
which was somewhat larger than that ( h  = 73.84%) estimated from the genetic variance 
components obtained from the analysis of variance for 35 half-sib crosses. It appears that the 
dominance genetic variance might be overestimated. But this is merely for cross-reference; the 
dominance genetic variance was mating combination-dependent or subject to sampling error. 
2
B
 
The average degree of dominance (D.D.) of maize PKI for an additive-dominance model was 
estimated as 
 
D.D. = 2
2
ˆ
ˆ2
A
D
σ
σ  = 
175.26
242.962×  = 1.67 
 
which essentially represents the relative importance of the dominance part of the trait of PKI 
relative to the additive part. A D.D. value >1 indicates that overdominance was responsible for 
some of the extremely high or low levels of resistance to the fungal invasion. 
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 For the influence of year (an impacting factor as suggested in the prior study) to be examined on 
the analytical results obtained above, the analysis of variance with a factorial model was used. This 
was because the nested-within-year model only considered variation caused by the subordinate 
items under the term year and did not take care of the possible parallel relations or interplay with 
them (Table 22). 
 
Table 22. Analysis of variance for PKI in 2003-2004 NCD-II crosses with a factorial model. 
    Source of 
    variation d.f. Mean Squares F-value          Expected Mean Squares 
    Years (Y) 1  ---    564.33**   11.64           ---------------------- 
    Blocks within Y 2  ---    494.36**   10.19           ---------------------- 
    Females (F) 3 M1    784.26**   16.17          
2222 1242 ffmfmye σσσσ +++
    Males (M) 2 M2    441.87**     9.11          
2222 1642 mfmfmye σσσσ +++
    F × M 6 M3    209.62**     4.32          
222 42 fmfmye σσσ ++
    F × Y 3 M4    507.55**   10.47          
222 62 fyfmye σσσ ++
    M × Y 2 M5      31.01     0.64          
222 82 myfmye σσσ ++
    F × M × Y 6 M6    130.33*     2.69          
22 2 fmye σσ +
    Error 22 Me      48.49           
2
eσ
    Total 47     
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
 
From the factorial study, the between-female and between-male terms still remained highly 
significant and did not vary when the model was changed to perform a parallel-style analysis where 
each factor was treated at the same level. This confirmed that the genetic differences between 
parents were the major source of genetic variation for this type of mating design and for the trait of 
A. flavus resistance. Additionally, the female-by-year interaction (F × Y) was found to be highly 
significant with a large mean square (507.55**), and a significant three-way interaction, F × M × 
Y, was also present. This confirmed that a multi-year evaluation of parental performance would be 
necessary to accurately assess average performance for fungal resistance. The insignificant male-
by-year term suggested that their interactive influence was weak and might be ignored, though the 
female-by-year interaction was strong and should be paid attention to. To better understand the 
genetic components that could play a role in determining and conditioning the trait of A. flavus 
resistance, their genetic parameters were derived and are discussed. 
 
The female, male, and their interactive genetic variance components were estimated as 
 
2ˆ fσ  = yrm
MM 31 −  = 
12
209.62784.26 −  = 47.89 
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2ˆmσ  = yrf
MM 32 −  = 
16
209.62441.87 −  = 14.52 
2ˆ fmσ  = yr
MM 63 −  = 
4
130.33209.62 −  = 19.82. 
 
The additive genetic variance estimated from the female was: (f) = 4  = 191.55, or from the 
male: (m) = 4  = 58.06, and the dominance genetic variance estimated was:  = 4  = 
79.28. 
2ˆ Aσ 2ˆ fσ
2ˆ Aσ 2ˆmσ 2ˆDσ 2ˆ fmσ
 
With the z test, we have the hypothesis test that 
 
 Z  = 
 )ˆˆVar(
0ˆˆ 
22
22
mf
mf
σσ
σσ
−
−−
 = 
2209.0590
14.5247.89 −  = 0.71   p ( > Z ) = 0.2388 
 
Since the  and  were not significantly different, one can take the  as an unbiased estimate 
of the additive variance, i.e.,  = (m) = 58.06. 
2ˆ fσ 2ˆmσ 2ˆmσ
2ˆ Aσ 2ˆ Aσ
 
The narrow-sense heritability of maize PKI for an additive-dominance model was estimated as 
 
            (%) = 2Nh 222
2
ˆˆˆ
ˆ
eDA
A
σσσ
σ
++  = 48.4979.2858.06
58.06
++  = 31.24% 
 
which was very close to the estimate  = 37.55% obtained from the nested-within-year model and 
also supported that (f) and (m) should be pooled, provided they were truly not different. 
Otherwise, taking the male (m) alone as the estimate of  would give us a low h  (=10.24%). 
2
Nh
2ˆ Aσ 2ˆ Aσ
2ˆ Aσ 2ˆ Aσ 2N
 
The broad-sense heritability of maize PKI for an additive-dominance model was estimated as 
 
2
Bh  (%) = 222
22
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆ
eDA
DA
σσσ
σσ
++
+  = 
48.4979.2858.06
79.2858.06
++
+  = 73.91% 
 
which was almost equal to the estimate h  = 73.84% obtained by the genetic variance components 
from the analysis of variance for 35 half-sib families from which the NCD-II crosses were 
extracted. 
2
B
 
The average degree of dominance (D.D.) of maize PKI for an additive-dominance model was 
estimated as 
 
D.D. = 2
2
ˆ
ˆ2
A
D
σ
σ  = 
58.06
79.282×  = 1.65 
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which was almost equal to the one (D.D. = 1.67) that was obtained from the nested-within-year 
model. 
 Note that although I derived the above genetic parameters associated with the factorial model, 
they are used for additional information only and were not meaningful or applicable to the NCD-II. 
The meaningful and conclusive genetic parameters were taken from those obtained in the nested-
within-year model. 
As far as maize PKI is concerned, I discussed it from the angles of nested and factorial models 
as well as from the major characteristic genetic parameters. They turned out to be well cross-
referenced in the study as they provided a trend or pattern that characterized the maize PKI: 
 
•  Maize PKI was a quantitative trait with a continuous variation at A. flavus infection levels from 
both the field and laboratory experiments and without qualitative characteristics being found. 
 
•  Maize PKI was both macroenvironment- and microenvironment-sensitive, as noted throughout 
this study as well as in certain previous studies (Gorman and Kang, 1991; Kang; Zhang et al., 1997; 
Li et al., 2002; Li et al., 2004; Li and Kang, 2004a). The former was created or represented by the 
differential year effect and the latter was created or represented by the block effect. 
 
•  Maize PKI should have good character transmissibility between generations, as reflected by its 
remarkable genotypic effects and the broad-sense heritability estimates of 73.84% to 89.61%. 
 
•  Maize PKI had relatively small fixable character transmissibility between generations, as 
reflected by its relatively low narrow-sense heritability of 37.55%. 
 
•  Maize PKI appeared to be under the control of a multi-gene system and to be additively inherited, 
as it was suggested by its typical quantitative characteristics, and also it had the highly significant 
additive genetic variance present in this study. 
 
•  Maize PKI appeared to have a large dominance or non-additive variance, as reflected by the large 
margin between broad- and narrow-sense heritabilities. The large non-additive variance could not 
be well explained by the additive-dominance model alone and the interaction between non-allelic 
genes or epistasis might be present. It was also subject to overdominance or epistatic dominance, as 
reflected by its >1 average degree of dominance (D.D.=1.67). 
 
These results provided a reference to genetic variations due to the additive and/or dominance 
effects after separating them from the environmental variation. For example, the average degree of 
dominance (D.D.) has direct implications in devising the right breeding scheme. Since the genetic 
variability in resistance of maize to A. flavus was mostly attributable to the nuclear genes, it would 
be governed by the additive, dominance, and/or epistatic actions. That is, these are three kinds of 
genetic variations that are thus far considered to be all possible factors that could be responsible for 
bringing in the genetic variances. The inheritance of maize PKI still unexceptionally falls under this 
principle. Therefore, the D.D. could be useful and be referenced in helping to understand the 
genetic components of variation and be used by breeders in directing breeding programs for 
resistance to A. flavus. When the epistatic variance is small or insignificant, if the outstanding 
performance in resistance from F1 is generated by overdominance as shown by the large D.D., 
utilizing F1 or hybrids in breeding should be considered. If the outstanding performance in 
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resistance from F1 results from association of resistance genes and dispersion of susceptibility 
genes, breeding for best-performing recombinants should be considered. In addition, as suggested 
by the significant additive variance, it is expected that the A. flavus-resistance trait would be 
partially controlled by additive effects in a polygene system. Hence, it is possible to have the 
favorable additive genes accumulated by means of breeding within the Lfy material evaluated. It is 
also possible to breed for an exceptionally elite maize line or superb synthetic that even exceeds 
other F1 heterosis in A. flavus resistance. With the information on  and , its directive role still 
applies even though the modern genetics itself has now advanced to a moleculer level. For instance, 
presence of a significant  in A. flavus resistance would be very meaningful in directing mapping, 
sequencing, and cloning of the postulated quantitative trait loci (QTL). If the postulated QTL 
cannot be reflected by a significance of  for A. flavus resistance even from a customary breeding, 
we may not be able to discover real resistance that is not merely generated by non-genetic 
variations in molecular breeding. If that is the case, the alternative solution is to “borrow” or 
introduce the desired gene from other species. This is the point and significance of this study to 
keep working on the genetic effects and component genetic variances of interest for geneticists, 
plant pathologists, and breeders. 
2
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Statistical and Genetic Effect Analyses for the LIRS Diallel Trial in 2003 
 
 
To overcome the problems in field maize inoculation, this study adopted a lab-based infection 
resistance screening (LIRS) method using mature kernels, which could provide a true and unbiased 
evaluation by circumventing the ear size issue and erratic nature of infection in the field. This 
method is justified because most naturally occurring A. flavus infections are found around the 
kernel-maturation period when the husks are loose enough for the pathogen to colonize the kernel 
and to obtain the necessary nutrients in the kernel for fungal growth. This method also differs from 
another technique developed by other researchers (Brown et al., 1998) in that it does not 
compromise the resistance provided by pericarp; no wounding of the kernel surface is necessary. It 
has been demonstrated that kernels that are cracked or injured by insects can be infected regardless 
of their natural resistance or susceptibility (Fennell et al., 1975; LaPrade et al., 1977; Lillehoj et al., 
1980; McMillian et al., 1985; Wallin 1986). In addition, overwhelming inoculation intensity could 
infect even highly resistant kernels. Therefore, the conidial suspension concentration should be 
controlled to maximize kernel differentiation for resistance between plots. The concentration from 
each evaluation will be recorded as a criterion of inoculation for future reference in a comparative 
study of severity ratings across tests. Because of LIRS's simplicity, easy operation, and 
considerably reduced cost, it should be a rapid and acceptable method for an extensive evaluation 
without the problems of other methods. Moreover, the method is not only useful for screening 
extensive, potentially resistant germplasm and for postharvest kernel infection assessment but also 
for pre-selection for resistance sources that are required in maize breeding prior to field 
experimentation. This also implies that any germplasm that exhibits a satisfactory resistance, say, 
free of infection, can be planted to obtain a resistant breeding line because of the non-destructive 
property of this test. With LIRS, all tested kernels of different germplasms undergo an identical 
inoculation stress and a homogeneous infection-inducing treatment in an incubator. The results of 
PKI determination are highly comparable within and among tests. The lab treatments used for 
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inducing infection are designed to model practical environmental conditions in the field, where the 
temperature and humidity are the principal factors affecting A. flavus growth. 
 
 
1. A Comparative Study of ANOVA-based Effects from Maize PKI Analysis 
 
The raw PKI data of 20 F1s from the same Lfy maize diallel crosses as tested in the field in 2003 
but using the lab-based infection resistance screening (LIRS) method are listed in Appendix A. The 
analysis of variance for LIRS-generated PKI of these 20 F1s showed a highly significant difference 
among the crosses (genotypes), with a fixed-effects model (Table 24). This was consistent with the 
result from the corresponding ANOVA that used field-inoculated crosses (Table 3). Notable is the 
fact that the block or replication variation that was huge for the data from field-inoculated crosses 
was dramatically reduced here by LIRS method, as shown by the small mean square (35.16) 
compared to the one (3235.00**) in Table 3. This was what we expected from the design of this 
technique: a reduction in the variation between blocks or replications. Consequently, the power 
exhibited by LIRS would substantially improve the evaluation capability in screening resistant 
maize germplasm by reducing noise that could mask real differences. Another gain from this 
consistency was that the LIRS-based evaluation supported a remarkable variability in maize 
resistance to A. flavus, which was not generated by environmental variations (Zhang et al., 1997; Li 
et al., 2002). Similarly, it also demonstrated a differential Lfy-based pathogen responsiveness that 
could be taken advantage of in future breeding. 
 From the comparison of the experimental errors in Tables 3 and 23, one finds that the error 
(54.95) from the LIRS-based data was slightly higher than that (50.20) for field-based data. This 
increase is minor. 
 
Table 23. Analysis of variance for maize percent kernel infection using laboratory-based  
  infection resistance screening method with a fixed-effects model. 
Source of variation  d.f. Mean squares F-value Expected mean squares 
        Blocks    1          35.16     0.64             22 20 re σσ +
        Genotypes  19        172.84**     3.15             22 2 ge σσ +
        Error  19          54.95              2eσ
        Total  39    
** Significant at p=0.01 
 
 
2. A Comparative Study of ACA-based Effects from Maize PKI Analysis 
 
In addition to the ANOVA that produced similar statistical significance for genotypes, the analysis 
of combining ability was consistent between the LIRS-based data and field-inoculation data for 
2003. In Table 24, the statistical significance (377.50**) for GCA effects was the same as that 
(288.25**) in Table 3. Both the F-values (13.74** vs. 11.48**) also supported that they were close to 
each other, as they were the ratios of two quantities. 
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The consistency of results between two sources of data was found again for the SCA genetic 
effects. Besides the same level of statistical significance, their corresponding mean squares (89.17 
vs. 69.25) and F-values (3.25* vs. 2.76*) also were close to each other. Finally, the reciprocal genetic 
effects confirmed again that they had the same statistical significance (132.81** vs. 351.51**), 
though their magnitudes were not the same. The concordant significance of GCA, SCA, and 
reciprocal effects confirmed again that GCA and reciprocal effects were primarily important and 
that SCA effects were of less consequence. 
 
Table 24. Analysis of combining ability for maize kernel infection rates from laboratory-based 
  infection resistance screening in 2003. 
Source of variation d.f. Mean squares F-value 
           Genotypes      19             172.84**              3.15 
               GCAa        4             377.50**            13.74 
               SCAa        5               89.17*              3.25 
                Reciprocal      10             132.81**              4.83 
                ACA Error      19               27.48  
           ANOVA Error      19               54.95  
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
a GCA=general combining ability; SCA=specific combining ability. 
 
 
3. A Comparative Study of Parental Genetic Effects from Field- and LIRS-based Maize PKI 
    Analyses 
 
Table 25. Parental general combining ability (GCA), specific combining ability (SCA), and  
  reciprocal (REC) effects for percent kernel infection from the laboratory-based 
  infection resistance screening trial in 2003. 
Parents (Ps) GCA Crosses SCA REC Crosses SCA REC 
914 (P1)  -2.69* 914×A619   6.02**  -2.26 A619×HY  -1.79  11.98** 
A619 (P2)   6.98** 914×A632  -0.64  -1.22 A619×WF9  -0.87   -4.86* 
A632 (P3)  -7.20** 914×HY   0.41  -0.35 A632×HY  -0.64   -2.78 
HY (P4)   4.09** 914×WF9  -5.79**  -1.39 A632×WF9   4.63*   -4.86* 
WF9 (P5)  -1.18 A619×A632  -3.36*  -1.22 HY×WF9   2.03  11.11** 
** Significant at p=0.01 
* Significant at p=0.05 
 
A comparison of the results between Tables 9 and 25 showed that 914 was the only parent that had 
both consistent sign or resistance direction and statistical significance for GCA effects. Other 
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parents had more or less divergence for GCA. Interestingly, parent A632, showing a highly 
unfavorable GCA effect (6.12**; Table 9), had the highest favorable GCA effect (-7.20**; Table 
25). This discordance would confuse our judgment as to which one from the two tables should 
represent its true GCA in A. flavus resistance; in other words, which of the two methods would give 
a better estimate. Because LIRS had much better control of experimental conditions, we would 
probably tend to favor LIRS or opt to use its results if a choice must be made. But this could 
receive argument from people that LIRS-based data resulted from a static process, and the field-
based data resulted from a dynamic process of A. flavus infection with full exposure to natural field 
conditions. But if one chose field evaluation, results are bound to suffer from such variable factors 
as substantial block variation and other hard-to-control variations caused by biotic and abiotic 
agents. The variation associated with field inoculation was also explained relative to the foregoing 
issues concerning ear size and the erratic nature of A. flavus infection in the field. 
From the contrast across the two experiments for SCA (Tables 9 and 15), crosses 914 × A619 
and 914 × WF9 were found to have the best correspondence, but only cross 914 × WF9 would be of 
interest to breeders. So only one specific cross out of 10 exhibited the desired performance that was 
proven regardless of the method used. There were three individual crosses that had consistently 
significant reciprocal effects but only A619 × HY showed agreement in sign, and A632 × WF9 and 
HY × WF9 were discordant in sign between the two methods. 
The LIRS offered the potential to differentiate performance in A. flavus infection level 
measurement. The use of both methods would enrich our knowledge of this trait and help in 
screening for a true source of resistance to A. flavus in one more way. But in reality, the best bet is 
to pay more attention to the LIRS technique or other similar methodology. The main reason for this 
claim is that the LIRS showed the most reasonable data pattern; the data from LIRS are of high 
reproducibility. For instance, from Appendix A, one may find very close values (counts of infected 
kernels) across three plates for each entry of data, which is desirable. In addition, there were two 
entries that had straight 14s and straight 3s, which is perfect for a trial. 
The major advantages of the LIRS method over the traditional one are summarized below: 
 
▪ LIRS circumvented the issue of ear size, which is the largest source of experiment error in the 
field, as the numbers of kernels between entries (genotypes) are absolutely equal to each other. 
 
▪ LIRS overcame the problem of the erratic nature of A. flavus infection in the field, which is the 
second largest source of experiment error in the field, as each of the kernels is absolutely exposed 
to identical inoculation stress and subjected to the fully homogeneous infection conditions. Hence 
they have an equal chance of being infected by A. flavus unless they are completely resistant. 
 
▪ LIRS does not suffer from macroenvironmental variation that has been noted from year effects in 
this study as well as geographical variation or location effects. It can be carried out any time and 
anywhere without spatial and temporal limitations. 
 
▪ LIRS does not suffer from microenvironmental variation that has been noted from block effects in 
this study, as each of the blocks or replications undergoes uniform ambience across incubations. 
The multiple blocks or replications can even be put together in one incubator, if space permits, for a 
fully homogeneous incubation. 
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▪ LIRS has a high reproducibility of results across tests under the same conditions and hence is of 
high accuracy and precision in repeated trials. Considering all the positive features above, LIRS 
possesses the power to provide an objective and unbiased evaluation of maize PKI and to find the 
true genetic differences between maize genotypes due to its high comparability and a great control 
of errors. 
 
▪ LIRS can create a much higher inoculation stress than field inoculation on the tested material with 
the exactly same concentration of inoculum as used in the field, as an incubator provides the 
optimal conditions (temperature and humidity) for A. flavus to colonize maize kernels. This greater 
challenge from fungal invasion within an incubator has been proved by the requirement of just 10 
days of incubation for A. flavus growth to completely appear in plate wells. In contrast, the field 
inoculation usually needs a longer time for visual A. flavus growth. Thereby, the low PKI of a 
maize genotype shown through a rigorous LIRS test would be warranted to have high resistance to 
A. flavus in the field unless it experiences some unfavorable environmental conditions. In other 
words, a low-PKI maize genotype that withstands a rigorous LIRS test can at least, or on the 
average, outperform the high-PKI maize genotype under the variable or complex field conditions. 
 
▪ Then last but not the least, LIRS is much simpler and cheaper in operation and is of a high 
throughput as a rapid screening technique for A. flavus resistance from a great volume of genetic 
resources, as well as for comparisons among resistant maize lines or synthetics. With LIRS, 
progress in breeding for A. flavus resistance can be substantially enhanced as compared with the 
current slow pace of traditional procedures. 
 
 It can be expected that the LIRS method could be developed in such a way that it would be able 
to model real environmental conditions in the field and be powerful enough to be a desirable means 
for maize PKI evaluation. The LIRS method could be a solution to or a replacement for the 
conventional screening in expediting A. flavus resistance breeding. 
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Diallel LIRS trial in 2003 Diallel trial in 2003 Diallel trial in 2004 
Block 1 Block 2 Block 1 Block 2 Block 1 Block 2 
20 
F1s 
 
Plate 
 #1 
Plate 
 #2 
Plate  
 #3 
Plate 
 #1 
Plate 
 #2 
Plate  
 #3 
Plate 
 #1 
Plate 
 #2 
Plate 
 #3 
Plate 
 #1 
Plate 
 #2 
Plate 
 #3 
Plate 
 #1 
Plate 
 #2 
Plate  
 #3 
Plate 
 #1 
Plate 
 #2 
Plate 
 #3 
1×2 8 10 9 15 12 13 35 14 10 12 6 4 22 2 18 1 18 11 
1×3 1 3 1 2 2 1 26 10 5 7 1 7 19 17 7 6 5 8 
1×4 4 6 3 10 12 13 20 17 22 18 17 6 26 26 25 13 13 11 
1×5 5 1 2 1 2 1 24 17 14 18 2 3 17 15 21 3 3 12 
2×1 9 5 7 18 24 17 37 17 11 12 3 4 12 13 11 4 6 4 
2×3 1 4 2 9 6 8 38 28 15 21 11 10 20 5 7 9 5 12 
2×4 18 23 22 14 14 14 28 18 16 42 3 10 5 14 9 14 4 3 
2×5 5 7 8 9 10 5 29 13 5 13 8 6 5 12 20 1 6 4 
3×1 8 6 2 0 1 0 26 24 17 25 11 12 4 25 25 6 2 6 
3×2 7 7 5 8 4 6 17 21 21 11 2 0 25 17 13 10 5 8 
3×4 2 2 3 9 4 5 16 20 21 5 6 3 8 5 14 2 2 3 
3×5 3 4 4 4 3 1 34 26 11 24 18 5 34 23 21 23 15 6 
4×1 10 12 5 7 10 6 26 18 9 22 6 4 8 14 2 5 4 5 
4×2 5 7 4 4 8 8 16 14 8 3 7 6 10 4 15 5 4 4 
4×3 12 8 8 4 5 4 37 36 28 31 24 20 6 16 10 17 5 5 
4×5 10 12 11 19 21 17 10 14 0 15 11 9 11 11 6 6 5 4 
5×1 3 3 5 3 3 3 4 4 5 7 1 0 16 22 15 13 11 6 
5×2 14 15 13 9 11 10 34 19 12 15 9 3 9 19 33 10 12 6 
5×3 12 8 10 3 8 6 23 19 16 13 14 1 17 22 23 9 6 15 
5×4 2 2 3 5 6 8 34 25 14 21 18 4 10 11 8 4 5 7 
Remark: 1×2 = P1×P2, 1×3 = P1×P3, etc. (P1 = 914, P2 = A619, P3 = A632, P4 = HY, and P5 = WF9) 
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Appendix B. Trials of the 35 Half-sib Families for Maize Kernel Infection Rates in 2003-2004. 
Half-sib trial in 2003 Half-sib trial in 2004 
Block 1 Block 2 Block 1 Block 2 
35
 C
ro
ss
es
 
Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 
1×2 34 36 12 25 35 13 20 21 14 17 15 10 
1×3 0 0 0 4 2 2 0 4 2 3 6 3 
1×4 14 16 14 3 10 10 14 11 9 17 9 7 
1×5 3 2 2 6 1 1 8 7 1 8 2 4 
1×6 27 32 6 13 13 10 22 23 16 12 5 16 
1×7 36 23 9 12 15 22 19 31 28 20 18 17 
2×1 38 3 2 10 22 16 26 16 21 14 17 12 
2×3 32 38 26 24 24 32 15 8 12 12 8 15 
2×5 6 14 14 9 27 25 10 19 24 10 15 20 
2×7 1 1 1 0 1 0 8 2 1 6 8 7 
3×2 42 14 29 28 23 24 14 29 23 11 15 20 
3×4 33 40 2 26 34 2 13 19 17 11 11 2 
3×5 3 2 1 3 3 0 2 5 6 5 2 11 
3×6 38 25 17 18 33 14 18 15 10 13 13 4 
3×7 37 15 29 12 32 13 21 25 18 4 10 21 
4×1 22 7 9 20 10 0 14 20 18 10 5 12 
4×2 8 11 16 3 11 11 13 15 14 6 13 17 
4×3 38 38 12 24 25 13 25 26 15 25 18 24 
4×5 2 2 0 6 5 2 10 6 8 3 7 13 
4×7 36 24 27 27 15 14 15 17 16 15 14 23 
5×1 5 4 2 3 1 0 9 6 4 9 2 8 
5×2 13 37 17 16 14 13 20 36 19 14 27 23 
5×3 41 22 7 11 19 32 27 37 26 16 13 5 
5×4 34 23 18 12 22 21 18 21 12 12 4 15 
5×6 45 28 4 10 31 31 22 16 16 16 12 9 
6×2 34 17 2 10 34 16 12 11 13 10 6 10 
6×3 23 26 2 16 25 11 27 26 23 23 16 17 
6×5 36 2 3 15 12 11 15 11 16 10 5 5 
6×7 28 34 16 22 28 21 17 20 22 12 18 20 
7×1 24 27 4 23 21 10 22 23 24 10 2 12 
7×2 7 5 0 14 8 2 18 7 14 5 5 13 
7×3 2 0 4 2 4 5 10 5 3 9 8 7 
7×4 5 3 4 3 11 4 9 14 11 16 9 11 
7×5 11 17 18 19 3 13 16 20 23 10 20 16 
7×6 13 8 10 23 21 17 25 26 25 11 17 11 
Remark: 1×2 = P1×P2, 1×3 = P1×P3, and so on. 
              (P1 = 914, P2 = A619, P3 = A632, P4 = B73, P5 = HY, P6 = Mo17, and P7 = WF9) 
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    Appendix C. The North-Carolina-Design II (NCD-II) Trials for Maize PKI in 2003-2004. 
NCD-II trial in 2003 NCD-II trial in 2004 
Block 1 Block 2 Block 1 Block 2 
12
 C
ro
ss
es
 
Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 
1×2   42   36   12   25   35   13   20   21   14   17   15   10 
1×4   33   16   14    3   10   10   14   11    9   17    9    7 
1×6   38   32    6   13   13   10   22   23   16   12    5   16 
3×2   13   14   29   28   23   24   14   29   23   11   15   20 
3×4   34   40    2   26   34    2   13   19   17   11   11    2 
3×6   45   25   17   18   33   14   18   15   10   13   13    4 
5×2    7   37   17   16   14   13   20   36   19   14   27   23 
5×4    5   23   18   12   22   21   18   21   12   12    4   15 
5×6   13   28    4   10   31   31   22   16   16   16   12    9 
7×2   42    5    0   14    8    2   18    7   14    5     5    13 
7×4   33    3    4    3   11    4    9   14   11   16    9   11 
7×6   38    8   10   23   21   17   25   26   25   11   17   11 
Remark: 1×2 = P1×P2, 1×3 = P1×P3, and so forth. 
              (P1 = 914, P2 = A619, P3 = A632, P4 = B73, P5 = HY, P6 = Mo17, and P7 = WF9) 
 
                                                                  Vita 
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